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Abstract. Computed tomography was one of the first imaging modalities to require a comput-
erized solution of an inverse problem to produce a useful image from the data acquired by the
sensor hardware. The computerized solutions, which are known as image reconstruction algo-
rithms, have thus been a critical component of every CT scanner ever sold. We review the history
of commercially deployed CT reconstruction algorithms and consider the forces that led, at vari-
ous points, both to innovation and to convergence around certain broadly useful algorithms. The
forces include the emergence of new hardware capabilities, competitive pressures, the availabil-
ity of computational power, and regulatory considerations. We consider four major historical
periods and turning points. The original EMI scanner was developed with an iterative recon-
struction algorithm, but an explosion of innovation coupled with rediscovery of an older liter-
ature led to the development of alternative algorithms throughout the early 1970s. Most CT
vendors quickly converged on the use of the filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm, albeit
layered with a variety of proprietary corrections in both projection data and image domains
to improve image quality. Innovations such as helical scanning and multi-row detectors were
both enabled by and drove the development of additional applications of FBP in the 1990s and
2000s. Finally, the last two decades have seen a return of iterative reconstruction and the intro-
duction of artificial intelligence approaches that benefit from increased computational power to
reduce radiation dose and improve image quality. © 2021 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMI.8.5.052111]
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1 Introduction

The algorithms deployed on commercial CT scanners have evolved significantly over the last
fifty years, with periods of relative algorithmic stability punctuated by occasional rapid transi-
tions in response to changes in scanner hardware, computational hardware, and clinical needs. In
this historical review, we trace the evolution of commercially deployed CT reconstruction algo-
rithms over the last fifty years and connect these advancements to the forces that continue to
drive innovation.

The forces that led to the evolution of CT scanners and their embedded reconstruction algo-
rithms were numerous and interrelated. Put simply, there were pressures to scan patients better,
faster, and cheaper, all while controlling or reducing radiation dose. The source of this pressure
was multifold: clinicians seeking to increase the clinical applications of CT; hospitals and ven-
dors wanting to increase the revenue generated by CT; vendors competing for market share and
seeking to increase the market size; regulatory agencies encouraging reduction of dose from
ionizing radiation due to increasing clinical usage of CT; and competitors and public and private
health insurers seeking reductions in the cost of the equipment and its operation.

These forces led to scanners that could collect sufficient data to satisfy the mathematics of
the reconstruction algorithms using a single x-ray source and an array of detectors configured
as a fan-beam, as well as higher-power x-ray sources, slip-ring gantries, faster and higher-
resolution detectors, multi-row detectors, and more powerful reconstruction computers.
This evolution of CT scanner hardware and the resulting new clinical applications necessitated
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parallel improvements of image reconstruction algorithms, with innovation in image recon-
struction sometimes leading the improvements in image quality, as in the development
artifact-reduction algorithms, and sometimes following the lead of the hardware, as when
multi-row detectors were developed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the beginning of medical x-ray CT by
reviewing the work done at EMI by Hounsfield; in addition, that part also looks at the precursors
to his work. Section 3 describes how the clinical usefulness of CT was increased through the
1970s and 80s using algorithmic improvements to improve image quality; in that era, the algo-
rithms were based on the assumption that the patient had to be static during data acquisition.
Section 4 deals with relaxing the assumption of a static patient; this work led to helical scanning
and improved cardiac scanning through motion compensation in the 1980s and 1990s. Finally,
Sec. 5 deals with image quality improvement and dose reduction using iterative algorithms and
emerging approaches in artificial intelligence and machine learning that have taken place in the
last twenty years.

The details behind our high-level overview can be found in several seminal and excellent
publications by Newton and Potts,1 Kak and Slaney,2 Webb,3 Kalender,4 and Hsieh.5 We provide
citations for key advancements in the field. However, we note that there may be controversies,
which we will not address, on who deserves credit for initiating these advancements due in part
to proprietary vendor information and the vagaries of the patent process. We also note that we
may not know exactly how the vendors reconstructed their images at various points; instead, we
assume that publications and patents written by their employees and their external collaborators
reflect their reconstruction algorithms.

2 Beginning: Hounsfield and Precursors

In the late 1960s, as Hounsfield was developing the EMI scanner, there was an outburst of
research activity in tomographic image reconstruction, in fields ranging from radio astronomy
to electron microscopy, but there is no evidence that Hounsfield was aware of any of these devel-
opments or, indeed, that most of these researchers in disparate disciplines were aware of each
other. In radio astronomy, Bracewell derived the central slice theorem using Fourier-space argu-
ments to show that two-dimensional (2D) functions can be reconstructed from a set of one-
dimensional line integrals and proposed a direct-Fourier algorithm for reconstruction.6 This was
applied to reconstructing images from radio telescope data that could sample astronomical
objects like the sun with long, narrow sensing functions. Bracewell was a leading expert on
Fourier transforms, and published a classic text on them in 1965,7 but he also understood that
they were computationally expensive at the time, as the fast Fourier transform algorithm of
Cooley and Tukey was not published until 1965.8 As an alternative, Bracewell and Riddle9 devel-
oped a convolution-back-projection style image reconstruction algorithm that avoided the use of
Fourier transforms. Electron microscopists also traversed much of this same intellectual ground,
with De Rosier and Klug using Fourier-based methods to reconstruct 3D images of viruses while
Ramachandran and Lakshminarayanan derived the same convolution-back-projection algorithm
as Bracewell and Riddle.10,11 As noted by Webb in his seminal history of tomography,3 only
Gilbert,12 who also derived convolution-back-projection in the electron microscopy context,
seemed to be aware of its independent discovery in radio astronomy and by Ramachandran and
Lakshminarayanan.

Hounsfield’s seminal patent, however, cites only two predecessors: William Oldendorf and
Alan Cormack.13 Oldendorf was a UCLA neurologist who took pioneering steps toward trans-
axial tomography using combinations of linear and rotational motion to isolate focal changes in
attenuation in the interior of an object, but the method does not involve computational
reconstruction.14 In the EMI patent, Hounsfield remarks that Oldendorf’s scanning scheme
is slow and dose inefficient relative to the one he is proposing. Cormack was a physicist at the
University of Cape Town who became interested in radiation therapy and the need for improved
multidimensional maps of tissue attenuation properties. In the mid-1950s, he conceived an
approach to tomography similar to Hounsfield’s but developed a somewhat cumbersome
approach to reconstruction involving expansions of functions in Chebyshev polynomials.15
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The EMI patent suggests that Cormack’s reconstruction approach is computationally inefficient
and subject to noise amplification. It is perhaps worth noting, however, that in the early 1970s,
Cormack became aware of some of the related work in image reconstruction in radio astronomy,
electron microscopy, and even the older mathematical work of Radon and deployed some of it in
the context of proton tomography.16

For his part, in developing the EMI scanner in the late 1960s, Hounsfield pursued a very
different approach to reconstruction based on framing the problem discretely as one of solving
a large system of linear equations. On an EMI prototype, Hounsfield implemented a relaxed
iterative reconstruction algorithm that is outlined in some detail in the seminal EMI patent.
He describes reconstructing images with 100 × 100 pixels from 400 views, each involving
100 line integral samples and thus needing to solve a system of 40,000 equations with
10,000 unknowns. Hounsfield employed an iterative update scheme to solve the equations but
also a number of clever implementation details, such as cycling through the projections, not
sequentially but with large 40-deg steps; a step that improves convergence speed and may antici-
pate the ordered subsets approach of Hudson and Larkin.17

While the iterative algorithm implemented for the EMI prototype scanner at the Atkinson
Morley Hospital worked well and produced the world-changing image (Fig. 1) of a brain tumor
acquired on October 1, 1971, computational considerations prevented its deployment with the
commercial scanner. The computational expense of the iterative algorithm required that scan data
be transported from the hospital back to EMI on tape so that it could be processed overnight on a
mainframe computer, the ICL 1905. The reconstructed images were then returned to the hospital
on tapes to drive a cathode-ray tube (CRT) display, or as polaroid pictures taken of a CRT display
at EMI.18 This kind of centralized image reconstruction was obviously not practical for the com-
mercial units EMI hoped to sell, but the advent of the minicomputer provided hope of scanner-
side reconstruction. However, the minicomputers of the day were not able to run the iterative
algorithm in clinically useful time frames, so reconstruction shifted to a filtered back-projection
(FBP) style method, developed and patented by EMI’s Chris Lemay.19 This allowed for recon-
struction of a 160 × 160 image in 30 s on the minicomputer.18

In the development and evolution of reconstruction algorithms for the first commercial CT
scanner, we see at play several of the forces described in the Introduction. The advent of novel
computational hardware, in the form of the minicomputer, made scanner-side image recon-
struction possible and thus the first scanner a viable commercial product, while the computa-
tional limits of that hardware quickly led to a change in the algorithm deployed. All of this was
driven by the anticipated clinical demand for the first cross-sectional images of human
neuroanatomy.

Fig. 1 First EMI image of first patient scan demonstrating a cystic astrocytoma.
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3 Clinical Applications and the Market Conquers Reconstruction

The algorithms in the early CT literature mostly assumed that perfect line integrals of the x-ray
linear attenuation coefficient could be obtained from a cross-section of a patient. Furthermore,
these line integrals were assumed to be obtained from a perfectly static patient. To increase the
clinical efficacy of CT, the hardware was improved to scan more rapidly and the reconstruction
algorithms were improved because perfect line integrals could not be measured.

The hardware changes included the development of rotate-rotate scanners (also known as
third-generation scanners) with x-rays delivered by higher-power x-ray sources and detected
by a single row of detectors configured as a fan-beam. To combat motion, manufacturers added
breathing lights to instruct patients on when to hold their breath and cardiac monitoring sensors.
These hardware changes enabled a host of transformative clinical applications. Rather than
acquiring a series of slices suffering from motion and misregistration artifacts due to patient
breathing, it was now possible to acquire a number of consistently registered slices. Cardiac
imaging was enabled by cardiac gating that could be synchronized with acquisition. Finally,
exogenous contrast agents could now be used in more sophisticated ways due to increased speed
and timing precision. The forces that drove these changes included increased clinical demand,
especially for body scanning, and competition among the vendors. Most of this work took place
beginning after the EMI scanner was introduced in the early 1970s through the middle 1980s.

To improve image quality, the reconstruction algorithms had to address the reality that real
measurements were not perfect line integrals. The resulting reconstruction algorithms were
required to correct the imperfections in the line integrals and these corrections often required
calibrations to be performed. A block diagram of the resulting reconstruction algorithm is shown
in Fig. 2. The corrections addressed imperfections in physics, instrumentation, patient, and math-
ematics. The corrections for physics sought to address x-ray scatter and beam-hardening, which
is caused by the interaction of polychromatic x-ray beams with materials having different energy

Fig. 2 Block diagram of a reconstruction algorithm before the advent of helical and multi-slice CT.
The top row shows the key elements of the scanner and the patient that need to be addressed in
the reconstruction algorithm. The middle row shows the reconstruction algorithm. The step labeled
inverse Radon transform is the mathematical step of reconstructing an image from its projections.
The additional steps in the middle row are used to correct for imperfections in the x-ray measure-
ments. The bottom row indicates that the scanner has to be calibrated to correct the x-ray mea-
surements as shown in the middle row.
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dependence. The corrections for instrumentation address non-idealities in the source such as
power fluctuations and off-focal radiation; non-idealities in the detector such as electronic noise,
crosstalk, nonlinear response, radiation damage, afterglow, and temperature drift; and non-ideal-
ities in the gantry, which can suffer imperfections in its mechanical motion. The corrections for
the patient seek to address respiration and cardiac motion as well as the presence of metal due to
prosthetics and dental fillings. Finally, the corrections for mathematics sought to address aliasing
and the effects of a finite number of projections and detectors. The details of these corrections are
presented by Hsieh.5

These algorithmic advancements were described in a series of papers and patents emerging
from major vendors, academic medical centers, and U.S. federal organizations like the National
Institutes of Health. An effort to correct the blooming artifacts at the bone-brain interface was
made using a second pass reconstruction algorithm to correct for the beam hardening caused by
bone, which is different than the beam hardening caused by soft tissue.20 Aliasing artifacts
caused by under-sampling the fan beam detector were mitigated by interlacing the fan-beam
projections by displacing the detector array by a quarter of the detector spacing,21 although
in practice the transition to smaller detector cells and the introduction of flying focal spots have
come to play an equally important role.22 Scatter artifacts were reduced by subtracting a scaled
and low-pass filtered version of projections from the original projections.23 Ring artifacts were
suppressed in projection space or image space,24,25 as seen in Fig. 3. Metal artifacts were reduced
by estimating the correct values of the samples of projections that passed through the metal.26

Patient motion during body scanning was reduced by smoothing the discontinuity caused by
motion between the first and last projections in a scan.27 Initial attempts to scan the heart were
accomplished by scanning the heart through multiple cardiac cycles and then sorting the pro-
jections according to the cardiac cycle.28 Cardiac scanning was also enabled by using less than a
full rotation of the scanner using a method denoted half-scan.29

4 Overcoming the Assumption of a Static Patient

Through the middle 1980s, scanners were improved to decrease scan time to reduce patient-
induced motion artifacts. However, this required patients to hold their breath multiple times,

Fig. 3 An example of early progress in ring artifact suppression. The display window is −120 to
149 HU and the arrow points to the center of rotation.24
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e.g., during a chest scan, to scan a complete organ or section of the body. The multiple breath
holds led to registration errors and limited the axial extent that could be scanned and the ability to
display artifact-free sagittal and coronal slices. Scanners on the market at this time used cables to
power the x-ray source and download data that led to turning off the x-ray source when the gantry
reversed direction.

It was obvious at that time that more scans per unit time could be obtained if the cables were
replaced with a slip ring to supply power and transfer data so that the gantry could be rotated
continuously during data acquisition. The continuous rotation combined with translating the
patient on the patient table continuously during data acquisition would allow more efficient use
of time but violated the assumption of a static patient. This type of scanning became known as
helical (or spiral) scanning.30 The reconstruction algorithms were based on the observation that
multiple sets of projections exist and can be interpolated in each rotation of the gantry as shown
by Crawford and King and Kalender.31,32 The interpolation algorithms reduced most of the arti-
facts caused by translating the patient but led to a degraded slice-sensitivity profile (SSP).
Because whole organs could be now be scanned without registration errors, the slightly degraded
image quality was tolerated because it led to greatly increased clinical utility. These initial helical
scanners used a single row of detectors.

The development of helical scanning happened in parallel at most of the major CT vendors
and eventually led to all scanners having helical capability. It seems to be an illustration of the
adage that necessity is the mother of invention, as all vendors felt the clinical and financial pres-
sure to increase scanning speed, and converged on the same technical solution in similar time-
frames. For example, GE and Siemens presented their initial work on helical scanning at the
same RSNA meeting in 1990. At GE, Crawford and King built on other work dealing with
helical scanning by Toshiba and at the University of Illinois.33,34 The use of slip rings for
CT scanning was demonstrated by the Mayo Clinic in their multi-source cardiac scanner, which
was known as the Dynamic Spatial Reconstructor (DSR), by Varian, and by Artronix in their
hybrid fourth-generation body scanner and discussed in an earlier patent.35–37 More background
information about simultaneous inventions as related to helical scanning is described by
Schwartz.38

It was again evident after the advent of helical CT with a single row of detectors that more
slices per unit time could be collected by replacing the single row of detectors in the fan-beam
with multiple rows of detectors. This configuration is also known as helical multi-slice, which
was inspired by EMI’s use of multiple detectors to scan multiple slices of the skull at the same
time. The initial multi-slice scanners used a small number of rows (e.g., four) and the divergence
of the beam in the axial direction, which is also known as cone-beam divergence, was ignored.39

The interpolation methods used for single-slice CT were extended to multiple slices and the
number of slices doubled annually over this era, from 4 to 256. The reconstruction algorithms
corrected the cone-beam divergence by back-projecting along the paths over which the rays were
collected. For the 16-slice scanners, approximate methods based on rebinning and reconstructing
tilted slices were used.40–42 Among other benefits, these single-slice rebinning approaches
allowed continued use of the dedicated 2D back-projection hardware that had been developed
and optimized for single-slice CT scanners.

As the number of slices reached 64, these approximations began to fail and new approaches
were needed. From 2001 to 2008, there were numerous breakthroughs in analytic CT helical
cone-beam reconstruction, kicked off by Katsevich’s43,44 announcement of an exact solution to
the helical cone-beam problem at the 2001 meeting on Fully 3D image Reconstruction in
Nuclear Medicine and Computed tomography. The original formulation of the Katsevich algo-
rithm placed somewhat rigid requirements on scan geometry, choice of helical pitch and did not
fully use all collected data. Many of these issues were addressed in a series of other advances
pioneered by the groups of Pan at the University of Chicago,45 Noo at the University of Utah,46

and others.47,48 However, it seems that these exact approaches did not find their way directly into
commercial use for a variety of reasons, including implementation complexity and noise uni-
formity issues.49,50 In practice, most commercial systems used approximate methods based on
extending the Feldkamp–Davis–Kress51 reconstruction to helical cone-beam scanning trajecto-
ries initially formulated by Wang et al.52,53 All of these algorithms shared some similar features,
including filtering in the detector plane along lines that are tilted with respect to the canonical
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coordinates. At root, the mathematical exactness of analytical algorithms held only in the case of
continuous, consistent, noiseless data. When faced with sampled, inconsistent, noisy data, the
analytical algorithms had to compete with approximate algorithms that proved to be robust in the
face of these non-idealities. Figure 4 shows the clinical benefit of the move to increasing num-
bers of detector rows: CT became a truly volumetric modality, able to be reformatted into sagittal
and coronal cross-sections with minimal motion artifacts.

Patient motion continued to be addressed through the middle 1990s by reducing scan times
and, in the case of cardiac scanning, triggering data acquisition to occur during the quiescent
cardiac phases.54 FBP was also extended, based on developments from MRI reconstruction, to
compensate for patent motion if the patent motion is known.55,56

5 Back to the Future: The Return of Iterative Algorithms
and the Ascent of Artificial Intelligence

The hegemony of FBP and its variants was finally challenged in 2009 with the FDA’s approval of
the first iterative reconstruction algorithm, Siemens’ iterative reconstruction in image space
(IRIS). This represented something of a return to the roots of commercial CT, since
Hounsfield’s EMI scanner was originally developed using iterative reconstruction, as described
already. However, IRIS was a small step back to the future, since the iteration takes place in
image space to reduce the noise in an image initially reconstructed using an FBP-like algorithm
and can be viewed in some ways simply as a sophisticated, noise-reducing post-processing step
applied to FBP.

IRIS did, however, represent an important shift in approach that would soon accelerate as all
major vendors introduced multiple generations of iterative algorithms over the next few years.
Following Willemink and Noel,57 it is helpful to distinguish among algorithms that (1) iterate
only in image space (image-restoration algorithms), (2) iterate only in data space (sinogram-
restoration algorithms), (3) iterate in both spaces (sinogram- and image-restoration), and, finally,
(4) iterate fully between the two spaces with multiple forward and back-projections (fully iter-
ative algorithms). Most vendors developed algorithms in the third category (GE’s ASIR, Phillips
iDOSE4, and Siemens’ SAFIRE), which allowed for a good balance between image quality and
computational burden. However, GE eventually pioneered a fully iterative reconstruction algo-
rithm called VEO.

Fig. 4 The clinical benefit of increasing the speed of CT scanners through increasing the number
of rows. With this change, CT made the transition to a truly volumetric modality, able to render the
body with isotropic resolution. (a) The 16-slice coronal image shows motion inconsistencies in the
heart. These are greatly reduced in (b) the coronal image acquired with a 64-slice scanner.
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VEO represented an algorithm that sought to model the geometry of source and detector in an
effort to improve spatial resolution and reduce partial volume artifacts. It was developed through
a long and fruitful industrial-academic partnership between GE and researchers at Purdue and
Notre Dame. Figure 5 reproduces a figure from a key joint paper.58 While a significant amount of
research on iterative reconstruction for CT was taking place separately in universities and at the
major CT vendors, it is significant that a collaboration between the two brought the first algo-
rithm to commercial fruition. The reasons for this are well captured by the influential article,
“Why do commercial CT scanners still employ traditional, FBP for image reconstruction?” by
Pan et al.,59 published appropriately enough just as the FBP era began to wane. The article argues
that industrial engineers needed to see evidence that new algorithms would work well on real CT
data before investing time in developing such algorithms for commercial use. However, most real
commercial CT data are inaccessible to academic researchers, because it requires numerous pro-
prietary corrections to account for system imperfections. To move forward required a true part-
nership, in which academic researchers with novel algorithms were allowed to open the hood of
a CT scanner and work with industry employees to model its geometry and apply proprietary
corrections.

VEO struggled to find market traction, however, in part because of very long reconstruction
times, and eventually GE offered a hybrid algorithm called ASIR-V, while other vendors devel-
oped their own fully-iterative and hybrid model-based approaches, struggling to balance image
quality improvements with computational burden. In a related vein, some vendors are moving
towards so-called artificial-intelligence (AI)-based approaches in which large neural networks
are trained to reconstruct low-noise CT images from relatively high-noise raw data using large
sets of training pairs.60,61 This might involve, for example, pairing high-dose gold standard
images with matched low-dose images so that the system can learn to produce high-quality
images from low-dose data. While the training process is very computationally expensive, the
process of reconstructing an image using a trained network is non-iterative and can be made
efficient depending on the architecture of the network. This relies on the advent of modern
GPUs, another example of computational hardware enabling a shift in reconstruction algorithm.

What took so long for iterative algorithms to make their way into clinical use? While com-
putational power had obviously grown exponentially since the advent of the EMI Mark I, so too
had CT data sizes, with images of 10,000 pixels described in the Hounsfield patent having grown
to be image volumes of more than 100 million voxels. Likewise, as scanning grew faster, the
number of patients who could be scanned on a given machine grew, increasing the number of
scans that needed to be reconstructed. The complexity of iterative reconstruction scales as the
square of the image array size since the raw data size typically scales similarly and the size of the
system matrix is given by their product. This translates into a 100-million fold increase in CT
reconstruction complexity, which turns out to be nearly identical to the growth in computing
power over the same period of 1970–2020. Moreover, the growth in CT data size was uneven,

Fig. 5 An example of the dose-reduction and resolution-enhancement capabilities of iterative,
model-based image reconstruction (MBIR) algorithms. Reconstructed by (a) FBP and (b) MBIR
algorithm.58
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with one especially rapid acceleration coming during the “slice wars” of 1998–2004, when the
number of rows in multi-slice CT scanners doubled every year, growing 64-fold as scanners
evolved from 4 to 256 rows in six years. Computational power only grew about 8 fold in that
same six-year period, in line with Moore’s law that computational power doubles every
two years.

Another potential hurdle to adoption of iterative algorithms was regulatory: a change in
reconstruction algorithm requires review and approval by regulatory agencies such as the
Food and Drug administration (FDA) in the United States, a somewhat time-consuming and
expensive step that is only worth pursuing if the algorithms are likely to give some commercial
advantage to the vendor and, better yet, if the vendor can gain approval to make marketing claims
about the algorithm’s advantages. This required novel approaches on the part of both vendors
and regulators, since the new algorithms were non-linear and existing image quality metrics
regarding noise, resolution, and dose reduction were of questionable value in the face of
non-linearity. The issues and proposed solutions are well explained in an article by scientists
from the FDA’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health, which describes a variety of objec-
tive task-based metrics that can be assessed and compared for the purposes of making claims
about either image quality improvements or radiation dose reduction under conditions of fixed
image quality.62 Awide variety of studies, using physical measures of noise and resolution, radi-
ologists’ subjective assessment of image quality, and more objective measures based in signal
detection theory have shown that iterative reconstruction approaches allow image quality and
diagnostic performance to be preserved while reducing radiation dose.63,64

6 Conclusion

A high-level review of the history of CT reconstruction algorithms has been presented. These
reconstruction algorithms were developed in part to increase the clinical usefulness of CT. The
image quality of CT slices is significantly better than the image quality in EMI’s first scanner and
many more slices can be collected per unit time allowing whole-body scanning and snapshot
imaging of rapidly moving organs. While it may seem that CT has reached maturity as an
imaging modality, all the forces that led to the developments described here are still in play and
we expect that they will continue to drive additional improvements in scanner hardware and
algorithms to further increase the clinical utility of CT.
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